Brocade Communications - San Jose, CA

Square greenscreen® column shapes were installed around 6” X 6” steel posts, aligning with small pocket planters. Sweet smelling Jasmine will easily climb these columns in this corporate waiting zone.
XIV- West Hollywood, CA
A large monolith shape covered with greenscreen® serves as the structure for a surface mounted sign.
In a corporate patio setting, modular greenscreen® panels are mounted horizontally to this steel frame, with vines soon to provide a living shade cover.

Red Bougainvillea
Hardiness Zone 10a

Veritas Corporation - Mountain View, CA

Installed 2001
Seismic Exchange Roof Garden - Houston, TX
Post mounted greenscreen® panels and columns adjacent to planters will add needed greenery and screening of views to this rooftop meeting area.

Hardiness Zone 9a
Installed 2010
Rolex Building Parking area - Beverly Hills, CA

Wallmounted greenscreen® panels on a simple stucco wall reach to twelve foot height growing from only a narrow twelve inch planting bed.

Creeping Fig

Hardiness Zone 10b

Installed 1998
Red Bougainvillea

Hardiness Zone 10b

Rolex Building Parking Area - Beverly Hills, CA
Freestanding greenscreen panels mounted to matching steel fence posts with a custom thru-bolt detail is one of many solutions for fencing and screening.
A unique seasonally responsive greenscreen® facade functions as a "vertical habitat" using deciduous vines that help filter the summer sun and allow light and heat to penetrate during the winter.

Trumpet Creeper

Hardiness Zone 7a

Installed 2000

National Wildlife Federation Headquarters - Reston, VA
Strategically designed to reduce summer solar heat gain, this corporate office utilizes indigenous and deciduous vines with greenscreen® panels mounted onto a steel frame for a shaded south and west exposure green facade.
Nokia Product Creation Center - San Diego, CA
A "living wall" of greenscreen® panels is used to separate the circulation corridor from a bank of conference rooms. Our standard silver finish was specified to match the aluminum storefront system.
International Center - Dallas, TX
Standard greenscreen® panels “cut-to-curve” to create custom Column Trellis units mounted over an existing steel framework. A series of half-round columns easily attach to the flat facade.
Infonet Services Corporation - El Segundo, CA
Freestanding greenscreen® panels were installed as a fence/screen to separate a parking area from an outdoor plaza using “Snap Clips” with the panel height extending above the top of the posts.

Hardiness Zone 10b
Installed 1999
Hunter Irrigation Headquarters - La Costa, CA

Unique custom shaped greenscreen® panels help to mitigate the volume of a large industrial tilt-up structure, following the building grade and outlining openings.
Comcast Headquarters - Philadelphia, PA

Seasonal photos on a cold Autumn day show deciduous vines as a semi transparent green wall on this freestanding greenscreen® installation.

Installed 2007

Hardiness Zone 7a
Comcast - Grand Rapids, MI
An industrial building with a pattern of split faced block and an adjacent mechanical equipment building of corrugated steel are decorated with greenscreen® wall mounted panels for vine cover.